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REPORT PURPOSE:

The purpose of this report is to
educate transit agencies about the importance of
adopting transit data standards that will enable the
development of a regional passenger information system
(PIS) that does not require a shared vendor or platform.
This report will also describe previous projects in the
region and how best to move forward.
The early years of intelligent transportation system (ITS)
deployments were limited to major cities (more about ITS
on page 3). Most of these ITS solutions were proprietary
“black box” systems. The cost of these systems was
high, implementation was complex, and the lack of data
standards made it difficult to add new tech tools to the
base system without costly customization. Proprietary
data sets limited a transit agency to the offerings of the
vendor that “owned” their data. Thanks in part to the
success of Google Maps, by 2005, the black box model
began to change.
When the iPhone was launched in 2007 it gave
consumers access to the same internet browsing
capabilities as a desktop computer. Since then,
“responsive” websites have made smart phone browsing
easier and the number of mobile apps has grown
exponentially. These innovations have also changed
transit rider expectations about access to route, schedule
and fare payment options. In return, transit agencies
have worked to meet rider demand for improved rider
tools, but it has been a challenge for agencies to make
wise investments given the ever-changing marketplace.
Despite the rise, fall and mergers of transit tech vendors,
the data standard that has evolved over the last 15 years
appears to be a solid foundation for moving forward.
December 2020

This report will make the case for adopting the General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) as the data standard
for the region by describing and defining it, as well as
detailing its decade of use in Greater Portland. If all
agencies adopt the standards outlined in this document
and agree to include them as RFP requirements, it will be
possible to create rider tools that seamlessly integrate
transit data from the Greater Portland’s seven transit
agencies: Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard Beach (BSOOB)
Transit, Casco Bay Lines (CBL), METRO, Northern New
England Passenger Rail Authority (NNEPRA), Regional
Transportation Program (RTP), South Portland Bus
Service (SPBS) and York County Community Action
Corporation (YCCAC).

Figure 1 Sample Transit Mobile App Interface
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INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM (ITS): ITS applications are used
to create smart transportation networks for
different modes of transportation and
traffic management. This report is focused
on the ITS technologies aimed specifically
at improving transit service. These
technologies can be modular and
deployed individually, or as packaged
solutions.
ITS deployments should be based on
technology needs, available funds and the
ability of agency staff to maintain and use
the system. The diagram in Figure 2.
Includes the most common transit ITS
components. Typically, onboard
technologies are combined with other
software applications to create real-time
tools for managers, dispatchers and riders.
Some of the components in Figure 2 are
essential for building a reliable PIS and
some components are optional and won’t
be useful for smaller agencies. The
essential components of a transit ITS
include: Scheduling software, Automatic
Vehicle Location (AVL), Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) and Realtime Passenger
Information (RTPI) These components are
discussed in greater detail on the next
page.

December 2020

Figure 2 Transit ITS Components
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SCHEDULING SOFTWARE

AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATION SYSTEMS (AVL)

ITS applications that include CAD, AVL, PIS & RTPI
components must also include scheduling software to
provide meaningful information about a transit vehicle
beyond its location. The scheduling software-can be a
proprietary system that generates a vendor specific
schedule export file or an open source system that
creates a static GTFS feed (more on this in the next
section). These schedule-based files are inputs to many
different onboard, back office, and transit stop/terminal
ITS components.

AVL systems include a global positioning system (GPS)
modem onboard each transit vehicle. Most systems also
include a GPS antenna. The GPS modem and onboard
computer send out the vehicle location as often as every
few seconds, depending on the software polling
configuration. The AVL hardware and software is usually
combined with an onboard mobile data terminal (MDT),
which allows the vehicle operator to log on to a specific
vehicle block or operator run.

COMPUTER AIDED DISPATCH (CAD)
CAD systems provide a back-office interface for
dispatchers and managers to monitor and manage transit
vehicle fleets and communicate with drivers. Most
systems also allow dispatchers to remotely assign a
vehicle to a specific, route, run or block so the RTPI
system has all details about the vehicle in real-time.

REALTIME PASSENGER INFORMATION (RTPI)
RTPI systems combine schedule information and realtime AVL tracking to display human-readable information
to the public via digital displays, web/mobile apps,
emails, text alerts and onboard signage.

APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API)
An API allows developers to use data generated from a
central system (such as AVL system) to create modular
applications (such RTPI apps). APIs define the data
available, how to make a call for the data and what
formats and conventions to use.
Figure 3 Components & Flow Diagram of a CAD/AVL, RTPI System

December 2020
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THE GENERAL TRANSIT FEED SPECIFICATION:
Since its inception in 2005, the General Transit Feed
Specification (GTFS) has become the de-facto transit
data standard. There are thousands of GTFS feeds
powering hundreds of desktop, web and mobile
applications for riders, operators, managers and planners
across the nation and around the world.

WHAT EXACTLY IS GTFS?
GTFS is a data standard resulting from a collaboration
between TriMet, a public transit agency in Portland,
Oregon, and Google. The goal of the two organizations
was to develop a standard format for transit schedules
that would allow transit information to be displayed in the
Google Maps trip planner. The early involvement of
Google in developing the standard is why it was originally
dubbed the Google Transit Feed Specification.

The static GTFS format requires nothing more than a set
of comma-separated text files (CSVs), which contain
information about a transit agency. At a minimum, a
GTFS feed must include the following text files: agency,
calendar, routes, stops, stop-times and trips. Some of the
optional files include fares, frequencies, transfers and
translations. Both the “required” and “optional” files
consist of required and optional fields, which are
separated by commas. The individual text files are
zipped in one folder to create a GTFS “feed”. A zipped
feed is uploaded to a server and automatically fetched
daily by Google and third-party developers to ensure upto-date information is displayed to the public.

STATIC VERSUS REALTIME GTFS FEEDS
There are two types of GTFS feeds: a static feed and a
real-time (RT) feed. Static feeds are more common, but
more agencies are developing GTFS-RT feeds to replace
or supplement, vendor-specific application program
interfaces (APIs) to power real-time apps.
Static GTFS Feed – As the word “static” implies, a static
feed includes transit information that does not change
throughout the day. A static GTFS feed is typically
updated when a transit agency updates its service
schedule on a monthly, seasonal, quarterly or annual
basis.

December 2020

Figure 4 Static GTFS Files
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THE POWER OF GTFS - GOOGLE TRANSIT TRIP PLANNER
The Google Transit trip planner examples on this page demonstrate the power of
the GTFS format. There are five agencies with GTFS feeds in Greater Portland
that have been accepted by Google for inclusion in the Google Transit trip
planner. Three of these agencies (CBL, SPBS & METRO) share a common
scheduling software and GTFS editing platform. All three also host their feeds on
the same server. Two of the transit services, NNEPRA’s Downeaster and RTP’s
Lakes Region Explorer, use different GTFS vendors and are hosted on separate
servers. As you can see, trips can be planned across platforms regardless of
vendor or where the feed is hosted.
Figure 5 Google Transit Multi-modal Trip Planning

December 2020
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GTFS Realtime (RT) Feed – GTFS-RT includes transit
information that is constantly changing throughout the
day. The components of an RT feed include trip updates,
vehicle positions, and service alerts. This information is in
a binary file format served via HTTP from any web
server. The files typically update every 30 seconds or
whenever there is an update from the agency’s automatic
vehicle location (AVL) system. To avoid ambiguities,
agencies should require vendors to adhere to the latest
GTFS-RT standards as listed at www.gtfs.org .

BEYOND GOOGLE TRANSIT: OTHER USES FOR
GTFS: After Google and TriMet launched the first
deployment of Google Transit on September 5, 2005,
many software companies popped up to assist transit
agencies across the country to create GTFS feeds for
inclusion in Google Transit. By 2010, Google had
agreements with over 100 transit agencies and software
developers were experimenting with new ways of using
GTFS feeds for a wider range of applications. It was in
2010 that Google and the developer community agreed it
was time to change the name to the General Transit
Feed Specification.
As a result of innovation, GTFS data can be used to
develop applications and tools for trip planning,
ridesharing, realtime arrival,
timetable creation,
mapping and
electronic fare
collection apps.
GTFS feeds can
also be imported
into analysis
software for
planning and
visualization
purposes.

Figure 7 Electronic Fare & RT Tracking Apps
Figure 6 Sample GTFS Real-Time (RT) Feed

December 2020
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BEYOND GOOGLE TRANSIT: OTHER USES FOR GTFS


TRIP PLANNING PLATFORMS: Not all trip planners
include transit directions, but Apple Maps & Bing
Maps followed Google’s lead and incorporated
GTFS feeds into their web map applications.



TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT TRIP
PLANNING: Maine Turnpike Authority’s consultant,
Agile Mile, uses the Google Maps API to power
their Go Maine ridesharing and multimodal trip
planner.



REAL-TIME ARRIVAL & ALERTS: Developers such
as Moovit and Transit App have created mobile
apps that provide real-time vehicle tracking for
Portland, ME by fetching the SMTT transit agencies’
static and RT GTFS feeds from the open-access
SMTT web servers.



MOBILITY AS A SERVICE: The same developers
that have led the way with RT tracking apps, have
now incorporated Ride-Hailing services, such as
Uber and Lyft, into their mobile apps to plan, book
and pay first/last mile rides to/from the nearest
fixed route service.

December 2020



ELECTRONIC FARE COLLECTION: METRO, BSOOB
Transit and SPBS recently deployed the Dirigo
TouchPass electronic fare system. This system relies on
GTFS feeds to attach critical route data to every
electronic fare transaction. This data is needed to
distribute revenues to the three agencies and for
business intelligence.

 DIGITAL DISPLAYS: Setting up a passenger information
display (PID) is no longer limited to propriety software
on LED and LCD screens. With open GTFS feeds,
vendors can set up browser-based electronic signage
displaying schedules, estimated arrival times and alerts.
These signs can also display local weather, news and
advertising.

 TIMETABLE CREATION: GTFS data can be converted to
timetables and then to PDFs for printing. Web
developers can convert GTFS feeds to HTML to create
timetable applications for websites.

 TRANSIT PLANNING: GIS and transportation modeling
software can combine GTFS data with census,
commercial and other data sets for scenario planning
and demand estimation.

8|Page
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HISTORY OF GTFS IN THE GREATER
PORTLAND REGION: It has been a long-time goal
of the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation
System (PACTS), to make travel via the seven multimodal public transit systems as easy as possible for all
riders in the region. PACTS is the region’s metropolitan
planning organization (MPO). For this reason, there
have been several PACTS projects funded over the last
two decades aimed at the coordination of passenger
information. It was envisioned that all agencies would
participate in the various projects deployed through the
years, but that wasn’t always possible. However, the
timeline of projects below details the steady adoption of
the GTFS standard since the first Google Transit project
began in 2009.

GOOGLE TRANSIT: 2009/2010
METRO & SOUTH PORTLAND BUS
In 2009, work began on converting stops, routes, and
schedules to the static GTFS format for Metro and South
Portland Bus. At that time, the only goal of the project
was for the inclusion in Google Transit for trip planning.
GPCOG staff managed the project and assisted
NextInsight, a small tech company based in New York,
with the mapping and quality assurance work required by
Google before a feed goes live. The static feeds were
accepted by Google Transit in 2010/2011. GPCOG staff
maintained feeds for both agencies using NextInsight’s
GTFS editing program, “Conductor” and the feeds were
hosted on NextInsight’s server. Like many early GTFS
startups, NextInsight and Conductor no longer exist.
December 2020

Figure 8 Sample QA & Editing Work for METRO GTFS Conversion - 2009
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Clever Devices Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)

SOUTHERN MAINE TRANSIT TRACKER: 2016
CASCO BAY LINES, METRO & SOUTH PORTLAND BUS
In 2016, CBL, METRO and SPBS launched the Southern
Maine Transit Tracker (SMTT). SMTT runs on the Clever
Devices (Clever) platform and includes both computer
aided dispatch and passenger information interfaces.
As required in the request for proposals (RFP) for the
AVL system, Clever provides static and RT GTFS feeds
with each database update. The static feeds are
available for unrestricted download from the
smttracker.com website and the RT feed is available
upon request. Although the SMTT real-time map does
not rely on GTFS, the feeds are used by third-party
mobile apps such as Transit App and Moovit to provide
real-time data options for riders. The contract with Clever
expires in May 2021 for METRO and SPBS.
The SMTT project led
to CBL’s inclusion in
Google Transit. The
project also provided
the GTFS-RT feeds
needed for CBL,
METRO and SPBS to
be added to Transit
App and Moovit along
with other major U.S.
cities in 2016.

Figure 9 Clever CAD Used by Casco Bay Lines, METRO & South Portland

December 2020

Figure 10 SMTT Promotional Graphic -2016
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DIRIGO TOUCHPASS ELECTRONIC FARE SYSTEM: 2020
BSOOB TRANSIT, METRO & SOUTH PORTLAND BUS
In October 2020, METRO, BSOOB and SPBS launched
the Dirigo TouchPass electronic fare collection system
(EFCS). Dirigo TouchPass is a Delerrok, Inc product. In
2020, Delerrok was purchased by Cubic, which has a
contract with Moovit to revamp the TouchPass EFCS
mobile app in early 2021. In addition to changes in the
app, a rebranding campaign will replace the TouchPass
name and logo with the “UMO” name and icon by 2022.
For this joint deployment to work it was required that the
three agencies have AVL systems and static and RT
GTFS feeds, which METRO and South Portland Bus
have had in place for many years. BSOOB needed both
and in 2019, they contracted with Unite GPS to deploy an
AVL system. In 2020, Unite GPS published BSOOB’s
static and RT GTFS feeds, which they also host on their
server. It was also required that the three feeds be
consolidated prior to ingestion by the TouchPass system.
Four Nines was hired to consolidate the feeds, maintain
the new combined feed and troubleshoot as problems
arise. In addition to back-end maintenance, bus drivers
must logon to their agency’s AVL system on the bus for
fares to be tracked by route and stop. When logged on,
the TouchPass system uses GTFS feeds to capture the
real-time route and stop data and attach it to the
electronic fare transactions collected onboard each bus.

December 2020

Figure 11 Sample TouchPass Report Which Uses GTFS to Capture Route
Information

NOTE: As of the date of this report, BSOOB Transit has
not yet been accepted by Google for inclusion in Google
Transit and is not yet part of Transit App. However,
BSOOB is working to get their feed accepted by Google
and their GTFS is included in the Moovit trip planner as
part of the EFCS app work.

11 | P a g e
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GO MAINE MULTI-MODAL TRIP PLANNER: 2020
MULTIPLE AGENCIES STATEWIDE

ADDITIONAL HISTORY: STAND - ALONE APPLICATIONS
LAKES REGION EXPLORER & AMTRAK DOWNEASTER

Agile Mile provides the software that powers the trip
planner for GO MAINE, the statewide program that
provides individuals with different transportation options
such as carpooling, vanpooling, biking and transit. The
trip planner is integrated with Google Transit, so all
transit directions provided are based on the latest
information provided to Google. Agencies must be
accepted by Google to be included in the GoMaine trip
planner. Most of the trip planner features, including
transit directions, are publicly available so individuals do
not need a GO MAINE account to access step by step
transit directions.

The Lakes Region Explorer, a bus service provided by
RTP and the Downeaster, train service managed by
NNEPRA and operated by Amtrak, have developed realtime information systems that have not yet been
integrated with other regional applications. However,
both agencies have GTFS feeds that have been
accepted by Google Transit within the last 5 years. As of
the time of this report, neither service is available in
Transit App or Moovit. Each agency is discussed in more
detail below.

Figure 13 Lakes Region Bus Real-time Bus Tracking Web Map

LAKES REGION EXPLORER - Regional Transportation

Figure 12 Go Maine Trip Planner gomaine.agilemile.com

December 2020

Program (RTP) contracted with Ride Systems to provide
AVL services for the Lakes Region Explorer (LRE) with
assistance from GPCOG staff. Ride Systems was
recently acquired, along with TransLoc and Doublemap,
by Ford Smart Mobility (a division of Ford Motor
12 | P a g e
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Company). LRE offers real-time tracking on both web
and mobile applications. Ride Systems updates the LRE
schedules as needed and provides a GTFS static feed
export. RTP has a contract with Trillium Transit to
“clean” the feed and host it on their server to be fetched
by Google and other third parties.

NNEPRA DOWNEASTER – The DownEaster is part of the
Amtrak AVL system and is displayed on a nation-wide
real-time tracking web map. Amtrak also provides static
GTFS feeds for external partners to consume via a
secure file transfer protocol (SFTP) site. Access to the
SFTP requires a username and password. Partners
accessing the SFTP usually sign a data sharing
agreement with Amtrak. The feeds are updated every
Friday morning. Google has accepted Amtrak’s GTFS
feed for inclusion in the Google Transit trip planner.
Amtrak has plans to provide real-time data in the GTFSRT format in 2021. Developers such as Transit App have
not included inter-regional feeds, such as Amtrak’s, due
to file size. Further discussion with NNEPRA and Amtrak
staff will be needed to determine the feasibility of a standalone feed for the Downeaster.

Figure 14 Amtrak National Real-time Train Tracking Web Map
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HOW ARE GTFS FEEDS CREATED?
GTFS feeds must be updated with every route, stop,
schedule or agency information change. Agencies can
outsource this work, or complete the work in-house.
There are three main methods (described below) to
create and maintain static GTFS feeds: Excel;
Schedule/AVL Software Export; GTFS Editing Programs.

Excel – The most basic way is to use Excel to format
schedule data per the GTFS specification and then save
as text files. This method can be time consuming, prone
to errors and is not recommended given the current
availability of GTFS editing tools on the market for little or
no cost.

Scheduling /AVL Software Export – There are many
proprietary scheduling and AVL software systems that
have evolved to include an option to export data in the
GTFS feed format. Examples of these types of “legacy”
systems include: Hastus, Trapeze, and Clever Devices.
As mentioned earlier, Clever Devices is the CAD/AVL
System that was deployed by CBL, METRO and SPB
Bus in 2016. Although the SMTT system is popular with
riders and dispatchers, it’s worth noting the significant
effort required to generate an AVL database and GTFS
feed from a legacy system not originally designed to
generate GTFS feeds. Although these older systems
have functionality required by major fixed route systems,
the complexity of maintaining these systems can
outweigh the benefits for smaller agencies. Ease of
maintaining the system should be a major consideration
when deciding on a replacement CAD/AVL system.
13 | P a g e
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Sample Legacy Program GTFS Editing Process
The multi-step process for updating the Clever Devices
databases and GTFS feeds is described below.
1. Create/update schedules in Sched21, a transit
scheduling application by EngHouse Systems.
2. Export from Sched21 and process through Clever’s
Schedule Extraction Tool (SET).
3. Import SET files to the CleverWorks application for
stop and route map updates.
4. Clear all Cleverworks quality-check warnings.
5. Export Cleverworks databases and distribute to AVL
hardware and software components.
6. Export static GTFS feed from Cleverworks and make
manual edits as needed.
7. Upload the zipped static feed to the SMTT server to
be fetched nightly by Google and developers.
8. Verify GTFS-RT feed is pushing updated information
every 30 seconds.

GTFS Editing Programs – GTFS editing programs
provide a graphical user interface, which makes editing
the required GTFS files relatively simple. These
programs also have map interfaces for editing stop
information and building route and trip patterns in proper
sequence.
Some vendors offer these editing programs to public
transit agencies at no cost to build working relationships
with potential clients. Agencies must consider
compatibility of static feeds from these applications with
vendor-generated GTFS-RT feeds.

Although it is expected that newer AVL systems are more
user friendly and GTFS-focused, there are pros and cons
with all systems. Agencies should have a clear
understanding when reviewing RFP submissions how the
vendor will generate and maintain GTFS feeds and how
the feeds might interact with digital signage, electronic
fare systems, passenger counters, etc.
Figure 15 Sample GTFS Editor Feature List by Moovit

December 2020
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GTFS BEST PRACTICES
DO THIS…

DO NOT DO THIS…

Designate a transit agency staff person to be
responsible for your GTFS feeds. This person should:
1. Read this document to learn about GTFS
2. Know how your feed is created, when/how it is
updated, and where it is stored.
3. Be the Point of Contact for third parties and
regional partners that use the GTFS feed.
4. Be aware of other feeds in the region.



Don’t ignore Best Practices regarding hosting, file
structure, and feed updates.



Don’t change the URL of your feed after it has been
widely distributed. The URL, including exact file
name, must be the same for third parties to
automatically fetch your feed and apply updates.



Follow GTFS Best Practices as defined on the web at
www.gtfs.org/best-practices



Don’t needlessly password protect your static feeds.



Make the GTFS feeds open and accessible.



Don’t require overly restrictive terms of use.



Update static feeds as soon as information changes.





Include GTFS requirements in all transit software
RFPs (See Attachment A).

Don’t wait until the last minute to upload updated
feeds. Third parties need time to update their apps.
Post 3 to 5-days before the effective date.




Encourage existing vendors to format data using the
GTFS standard to expand the types of information
that can be integrated with apps.

Don’t use all caps for feed information that will be
displayed to the public in trip planners and mobile
apps. All caps are hard to read and regional displays
should be consistent.



Communicate issues discovered with regional transit
partners and meet regularly to discuss modifications
to feeds that will improve regional trip planners and
mobile apps for all riders.



Don’t ignore the need to plan for future uses of your
feed for your agency and in collaboration with your
regional transit partners.



December 2020
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NEXT STEPS
1. EDUCATE: Educate all agencies on the importance of
the GTFS data standard and why RFPs should
include GTFS requirements (see Attachment A).
2. FORM A GTFS DATA GROUP: Regional passenger
information systems require regional coordination to
ensure consistent and complete data sets are
submitted by each agency. Each agency should
designate a data person familiar with the GTFS
standard and their agency’s feed. A data group could
meet two to four times a year to discuss ways to
improve the agency data that transit passengers view
through trip planners and mobile apps.
3. SHARE FEEDS ON AN OPEN & ACCESSIBLE SERVER:
At a minimum all agencies should maintain their data
in compliance with GTFS Best Practices
(www.gtfs.org). Feeds can be hosted on the agency’s
website or a server, but the location shared with third
party developers should not change. Moving the
location of the feed will “break” all apps that rely on
that feed.
4. IDENTIFY THE GAPS IN THE REGION: The table on
page 17 shows the various real-time and trip planning
applications that provide information for agencies in
the region. Agencies should strive to fill the gap by
completing the processes and agreements necessary
to be included in these popular trip planners and
mobile apps.
December 2020

5. PLAN FOR A REGION-WIDE TRANSIT TRACKER: As
shown in the table on page 17, there are currently five
different real-time tracking apps in the region. None
of these apps provide real-time data for all agencies
on one map. The common adoption of GTFS
standards will enable a common map for riders of all
agencies in the Greater Portland region.
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POPULAR WEB & MOBILE APPS

Casco
Bay
Lines

METRO

South
Portland
Bus

BSOOB
Transit

RTP
Lakes
Region
Explorer

NNEPRA
Downeaster

YCCAC
Sanford,
Orange,
Shoreline

Proprietary Real-time Tracking Maps
X

Amtrak Train Tracker (Web-based)
X

BSOOB Transit Tracker (Web-based)

X

Lakes Region Explorer Tracker (Web/Mobile App)
Southern Maine Transit Tracker (Web-based)

X

X

X

*GTFS-based 3rd Party Trip Planning, Estimated Time of Arrivals (ETA) Ride Sharing
Apple Maps

X

Bing Maps

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Google Transit Trip Planner (Web/Mobile App)

X

X

X

Go Maine Web Trip Planner (Web-based)

X

X

X

P

P

**Here (Mobile App)
**Moovit Trip Planner (Web/Mobile App)

X

X

X

**Transit Realtime Mobile App

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Trip Planning with Fare Collection
***Moovit Dirigo TouchPass (Mobile App)

X

* All these web and mobile apps require GTFS static feeds.
** GTFS-RT Optional
***The TouchPass App will transition to the Moovit App platform branded under the name UMO in 2021
P = Partial

December 2020
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ACRONYMS
API – Application Program Interface
AVL – Automatic Vehicle Location
BSOOB – Biddeford, Saco Old Orchard Beach Transit
CAD – Computer Aided Dispatch
CVS – Comma Separated Value
CBL – Casco Bay Lines
EFCS – Electronic Fare Collection System
ETA – Estimated Time of Arrival
GIS – Geographic Information Systems
GPCOG – Greater Portland Council of Governments
GTFS – General Transit Feed Specification
ITS – Intelligent Transportation System
LRE – Lakes Region Explorer
MDT – Mobile Data Terminal
MTA – Maine Turnpike Authority
NNEPRA–Northern New England Passenger Rail
Authority
PACTS – Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation
System
PID – Passenger Information Display
PIS – Passenger Information System
RFP – Request for Proposals
RTP – Regional Transportation Program
RT – Real-time
SMTT – South Maine Transit Tracker
SPBS – South Portland Bus Service
YCCAC – York County Community Action Corporation
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ATTACHMENT A – SAMPLE RFP LANGUAGE
1. TRANSIT ITS OVERVIEW: An intelligent transportation system (ITS) may consist of many
modular components. Transit agencies can procure and deploy components separately,
from many vendors in response to separate Request for Proposals (RFPs). Or, agencies
can procure and deploy a multi-component package from one vendor in response to one
RFP.
The scope of a transit ITS deployment depends on an agency’s need, available budget and
in-house staff to support a new system on a day-to-day basis. Although it is tempting to
include as many ITS components as possible in one RFP, each component adds
complexity, time and expense to the project. Regardless of the approach, all agencies
should be incorporating data standard requirements into all ITS RFPs to avoid getting
locked in with one vendor and preserve the ability to grow their system over time.
This Attachment first explains core ITS components, and then provides sample RFP
language for ITS procurements. For the purpose of this Sample RFP Language attachment,
we assume a preference for the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data standards.
2. ITS COMPONENTS: There are a wide range of ITS solutions available to transit agencies.
This section will define the core components an agency must have in place before it can
deploy optional passenger information system (PIS) components.
CORE COMPONENTS
A. Scheduling or GTFS Editing Software: This software is used to create schedule, route,
stop and trip information. Beware, not all scheduling software applications can produce
GTFS feeds. If your chosen vendor does not rely on the GTFS standard for its automatic
vehicle location (AVL) system, preference should be given to scheduling software that
can, at a minimum, export a static GTFS feed for third party use. Many AVL systems can
import static GTFS feeds from third parties. Be sure to include explicit requirements
regarding GTFS static feed export, import and integration with the AVL system and all
optional components. Agencies should opt for an easy to use GTFS editor to ensure
feeds can be quickly updated. Scheduling and GTFS editing software should also
include a mapping interface to reduce stop and route pattern errors.
B. Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) System: The AVL system consists of the onboard
hardware and software that powers real-time dispatch and passenger systems.
The AVL system hardware includes:
 Onboard computer/logic unit.
 Display for logon and system interface.
 GPS modem and antenna for tracking the vehicle in real-time.
 Cellular modem (or router) and antenna for communicating the information in realtime to remote server(s).
 WiFi and antenna for uploading batch data at depots and terminals (optional).
 Remote server (either hosted by agency or in the cloud).
The AVL system software includes:
 Software for processing all onboard computer system inputs and outputs such as:
GPS data, AVL databases (routes, stops, schedules) and driver logon information.
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Application Programming Interface (API) needed to interact with onboard peripheral
and real-time passenger information system components.

C. Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD): The CAD software integrates the scheduling software
database with AVL system data output to create a real-time interface for transit agency
staff and dispatchers. Dispatchers use CAD software for remote vehicle assignment,
on-time performance, alert creation and communication with drivers.
OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
A. Onboard Peripherals: The components below are integrated with the onboard AVL
system and schedule data to provide automatic announcements, sign changes, and
location-based reporting. The integration of these peripheral components can take place
at the same time the AVL system is deployed or as part of a system expansion. GTFS
data standards are critical if an agency plans to add to their system at a later date to
avoid being locked-in with the AVL vendor for system add-ons.






Exterior Destination Signs: lets riders at a stop know where the transit vehicle is
headed.
Next Stop Annunciator: integrated with onboard PA/audio to announce next stop
Interior Digital Signs/Infotainment: location-based ads and information
Automatic Passenger Counters (APC): recently combined with GTFS-RT feeds to
display crowding levels to riders on third-party apps
Electronic Fare Collection: Card readers integrate with the AVL system to add realtime and static route information to all fare transactions.

B. Passenger Information Systems: These systems could be web or mobile apps or
displayed on a wayside digital sign. All methods of communication can use static GTFS
feeds, alone or in combination, with the GTFS-RT feeds and/or vendor APIs. Types of
rider tools include:






Trip Planners
Real-time Maps
Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA)
Text Alerts
Email Alerts

3. ITS PROCUREMENTS: The requirements included in an agency’s RFP for ITS
components will depend on the following objectives and factors, which should be
clearly stated in the RFP.







What are the agency’s objectives and priorities?
What ITS software and hardware components are already in use?
How long will these ITS components remain in use?
What data formats can the existing ITS components import/export?
What are the agency’s plans for deploying additional ITS components?
What are the agency’s plans for integrating with other public or private transit agency
data in the city, state, region?
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ATTACHMENT A – SAMPLE RFP LANGUAGE
The sample language below will focus on incorporating GTFS data standards requirements
for the ITS components. This is not a complete list of requirements for deploying a
CAD/AVL System, only those relating to data standards.








Scheduling / GTFS Editing Software Requirements
CAD/AVL System Requirements
Peripheral Onboard Hardware Integration Requirements
Regional Passenger Information Displays Requirements
GTFS Feed Validation Requirements
Open Data Requirements
Regional Data Standards Requirements

SAMPLE RFP LANGUAGE
A. Proprietary Scheduling Software Requirements
a. The scheduling software must be able to configure and export (AGENCY) data,
including, but not limited to: stops, routes, schedules, and blocks in the static GTFS
format following GTFS Best Practices defined at www.gtfs.org/best-practices.
b. If the scheduling software vendor is different than the AVL vendor that produces the
(AGENCY’S) GTFS-RT feed, the exported GTFS static feed must sync with the
GTFS-RT feed in terms of route IDs, trip IDs, stop IDs, etc.
c. It is preferred that the GTFS editing software include a map interface for editing
stops, routes and trip patterns.
d. It is preferred that the Proposer commit to updating the GTFS static feed options
annually as the specification evolves for better app development and rider
information.
B. Stand-Alone GTFS Editing Software
a. The GTFS editing software must be able to configure and export (AGENCY) data,
including, but not limited to: stops, routes, schedules, and blocks in the static GTFS
format following GTFS Best Practices defined at www.gtfs.org/best-practices.
b. The GTFS editing software must allow (AGECNY) to edit GTFS static feed as
needed to sync with (AGENY’S) GTFS-RT feed.
e. It is preferred that the GTFS editing software include a map interface for editing
stops, routes, trip patterns.
f. It is preferred that the Proposer commit to updating the GTFS static feed options
annually as the specification evolves for better app development and rider
information.
C. CAD/AVL System Requirements
a. The AVL system must produce a GTFS-RT feed (Trip Updates, Vehicle Positions,
Alerts) that complies with the latest GTFS-RT standards as listed at
https://gtfs.org/reference/realtime/v2/
b. GTFS-RT feed must sync with the static GTFS feed produced by (AGENCY) or third
party on behalf of (AGENCY).
c. The CAD/AVL system must include an interface to download historical archive of
vehicle location information, synced with current and historical agency GTFS feeds
and exportable to Excel or comma separated value (csv) format for easy import into
spreadsheet, database and reporting applications.
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d. It is preferred that the (AGENCY) dispatchers be able to execute operational
changes such as detours and service cancellations through the CAD interface and
have alerts immediately sent to GTFS-RT feed.
e. It is preferred that the CAD/AVL system be able to import GTFS static feeds,
provided by scheduling software or a GTFS editing program for system updates.
f. It is preferred that the Proposer commit to updating the GTFS-RT annually as the
specification evolves for better app development and rider information.
g. Proposers shall describe if and how other ITS components, which may or may not be
included in the RFP can use GTFS-RT and static feeds to integrate with the core
system including: destination signs, interior signs, automatic annunciators, automatic
passenger counters, electronic fare systems.
h. Proposers shall describe the capability to generate standard reports and export data
for use in Excel.
D. Peripheral Onboard Hardware Integration Requirements
a. Onboard peripherals shall be able to integrate with the CAD/AVL system location
and route information APIs or accept GTFS feeds to provide input data for the for
peripheral devices.
b. Automatic Passenger Counters (APC) data shall be exportable to reporting software
with the ability to connect ridership to IDs in the GTFS-RT feed for per the
Occupancy Status field contained within the GTFS-RT specification.
E. Regional Passenger Information Display Requirements
a. PID software must be able to use GTFS static and GTFS-RT feeds to create realtime arrival displays on both LCD and LED displays.
b. PID software must provide a dashboard that gives system managers tools to
manage display content.
F. GTFS Feed Validation Requirements
Before final acceptance, the chosen vendor must demonstrate the accuracy and
reliability of the GTFS static and RT feeds by completing the following:
a. Validate the feed using one of the validation tools listed on the web at
https://gtfs.org/testing or another validation tool approved by (AGENCY).
b. Produce an error-free Google Transit validation report for static feeds.
c. Demonstrate that a third-party application is successfully consuming a GTFS-RT
feed from the system.
G. Open Data Requirements
a. The chosen vendor must make final GTFS static and real-time data URLs available
to (AGENCY) to post to a publicly accessible web server for use by third parties
without restriction.
b. All data in any format must be fully owned by (AGENCY), or licensed in such a way
that the agency has free, unrestricted, transferrable, and irrevocable rights to store
and use the data, including its combination with other datasets.
c. The chosen vendor must provide open access to APIs and downloadable reports.
The API response data should be in the Java Script Object Notation (JSON) or
Extensible Markup Language (XML) format.
d. Open access to all API documentation.
e. Right to archive historical data.
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H. Regional Data Standards Requirements
(AGENCY) is one of seven transit agencies in the Greater Portland, Maine region.
(AGENCY) and its partner agencies have a common goal of adopting a regional transit
data standard based on GTFS Best Practices and a commitment to keeping GTFS static
and RT feeds open and accessible for third party developers to use. (AGENCY) and its
regional partners are also working to ensure our GTFS feeds have unique GTFS data to
ensure error-free data aggregation for the development of regional trip planners, realtime maps, real-time arrivals and other passenger tools. To meet this goal, the chosen
vendor shall:
a. Review GTFS feeds belonging to (AGENCY’s) regional partners to ensure
(AGENCY’s) feeds, as developed by vendor, have unique agency ID, Route ID, Trip
ID etc. when aggregated with other regional partner feeds.
b. Proposers should review “The Regional Transit Data Standards Report – Making the
Case for GTFS” December 2020 to learn about GTFS use and links to existing feeds
in the Greater Portland, Maine region.
c. It is important that proposers outline their abilities to interface with other vendors and
ITS components and provide examples of ITS industry partnerships.
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ATTACHMENT B - Details of GTFS by Agency

Agency

Real-time Tracker Link

BSOOB Transit

AVL Vendor

Scheduling
Static GTFS
Software

GTFS RT

GTFS Editing
Software

Unite GPS

Unite GPS

Unite GPS

Yes

Yes

Clever Devices

EngHouse
Sched21

Yes

Yes

Clever Devices

EngHouse
Sched21

Yes

Yes

Amtrak

Amtrak

Yes

RouteMatch

RouteMatch

Ride Systems

Are Feeds
Included
Open to Third in Google
Parties
Transit?
With Password

No

E-ticketing

Static Feed URL

TouchPass/UMO Password Protected
October 1, 2020 https://gtfs.unitegps.com/bsoob_transit/bsoob_gtfs.zip

BSOOB Transit Tracker

Casco Bay Lines

Cleverworks &
Yes, Transit App,
Some Manual
Moovit, Others
Edits by DTC

Yes

Cleverwork

Yes, Transit App,
Moovit, Others

Yes

2021

Maintained by
Amtrak

Yes, with SFTP
account

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ride Systems

Yes

Yes

Trillium GTFS
Manager

Yes

Yes

Clever Devices

EngHouse
Sched21

Yes

Yes

Cleverworks &
Yes, Transit App,
Some Manual
Moovit, Others
Edits by DTC

Mobilitat/Syncromatics Easy Rides Integrated

Easy Rides

No, but
Interested

No, but
Interested

Southern Maine Transit
Tracker

GPTD Metro

Southern Maine Transit
Tracker

Northern New
England
Passenger Rail
Authority NEPRA Amtrak Train Tracker
Regional
Transportation
Program RTP

N/A

RTP - Fixed Lakes
Region Explorer Lakes Region Explorer

2021

http://smttracker.com/downloads/gtfs/cascobaylinesportland-me-usa.zip

TouchPass/UMO http://www.smttracker.com/downloads/gtfs/greaterOctober 1, 2020 portland-me.zip

Amtrak

Available from Amtrak via Secure File Transfe Protocol
(SFTP)

RT Feed URL
Password protected
https://gtfs.unitegps.com/bsoob_transit/realtime/p
b/vehicle_positions.pb

http://66.63.112.139/gtfsrt-cascobay

http://66.63.112.139/gtfsrt-metro

Coming 2021

N/A

N/A

http://data.trilliumtransit.com/gtfs/rtp-me-us/rtp-me-us.zip Ride Systems

Tracker

SPBS
YCCAC - Fixed.
Sanford, Orange,
Shoreline

Southern Maine Transit
Tracker
N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

TouchPass/UMO http://www.smttracker.com/downloads/gtfs/southOctober 1, 2020 portland-me-us.zip

No, but
No, but Interested
Interested

N/A

http://66.63.112.139/gtfsrt-southportland

N/A

This list is also included in an Excel file available upon request: "GreaterPortland GTFS AVL EF Inventory December 2020.xlsx"
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ATTACHMENT C - Vendors by Product

CAD / AVL

Web Link

Avail Technologies
Clever Devices
Conduent
Connexionz
Next Bus (Cubic)
Routematch
Swiftly
Transloc (DoubleMap + RideSystems)
Unite GPS

http://www.availtec.com/
https://www.cleverdevices.com/
https://transportation.conduent.com/solutions/transit/
http://www.connexionz.com/
https://www.cubic.com/solutions/transportation/nextbus
https://www.routematch.com/fixed/
https://www.goswift.ly/
https://transloc.com/fixed-route/
https://www.unitegps.com/

GTFS Editors

Web Link

Add Transit
Moovit
Transloc
Trillium Solutions Inc

https://addtransit.com/
https://moovit.com/maas-solutions/transit-data-manager/
https://transloc.com/gtfs-builder/
https://trilliumtransit.com/gtfs/gtfs-manager/

GTFS Aggregators/Consolidators

Web Link

IBI Group
Roadify
Transit Land

https://www.ibigroup.com/ibi-products/transit-realtime/
https://www.roadify.com/
https://www.transit.land/

Mobile Apps

Web Link

Moovit
Transit App
Google Transit
Bing
Apple Maps
Here

https://moovit.com/
https://transitapp.com/partners
https://support.google.com/transitpartners/answer/1111577
https://www.bing.com/maps/transitcontentproviders
https://developer.apple.com/videos/play/wwdc2016/241/
https://www.here.com/platform/mobility-solutions

Open Source Tools

Web Link

One Bus Away
Open Trip Planner
Transit Clock
Open Street Map

https://onebusaway.org/
https://www.opentripplanner.org/
https://thetransitclock.github.io/
https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=17/43.64050/-70.24105&layers=C

This is not an exhaustive list of vendors, but the vendors on this list have prodcuts that integrate with GTFS feeds and/or can generate GTFS feeds as export files.
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ATTACHMENT C - Vendors by Product
Passenger Info Displays

Web Link

Connect Point/CHK America
Daktroniks
Luminator
Redmon Group
Papercast
Transit App
Transit Screen

https://www.connectpointdigital.com/
https://www.daktronics.com/en-us/markets/transportation/public-transport
https://www.luminator.com/en/applications/stationary-passenger-information-system.html
https://www.redmon.com/transit-display/
https://www.papercast.com/e-paper_bus_stop_passenger_information_solutions/products_management_platform/
http://screen.transitapp.com/
https://transitscreen.com/products/transitscreen/

Planning and Modeling

Web Link

ESRI ArcGIS
PTV Visum
Remix
Route Analyst GTFS
Tbest
TransCAD

https://www.esri.com/arcgis-blog/products/arcgis-pro/transportation/new-tools-for-gtfs-public-transit-data-in-arcgis-pro-2-2/
https://www.ptvgroup.com/en/solutions/products/ptv-visum/
https://www.remix.com/
http://db4iot.com/route-analyst-gtfs/
https://tbest.org/
https://www.caliper.com/tcovu.htm

Scheduling Software

Web Link

Hastus
Optibus
Sched 21
Tripspark
Trapeze

https://www.giro.ca/en-ca/our-solutions/hastus-software/
https://www.optibus.com/solutions/optibus-for-operators/
https://www.enghousetransportation.com/public-transit/fixed-route/
https://www.tripspark.com/fixed-route-software/scheduling-and-routing
https://www.caliper.com/tcovu.htm

TDM/Commuters

Web Link

Agile Mile
Jugnoo
Ride Amigo
Ride Shark
Tripspark

https://agilemile.com/
https://jugnoo.io/carpool-and-sharing
https://rideamigos.com/transportation-demand-management-software/
https://www.rideshark.com/
https://www.tripspark.com/ride-sharing-software

Trip Planner Platforms

Web Link

Apple Maps
Bing
Google Transit
Open Trip Planner

https://developer.apple.com/videos/play/wwdc2016/241/
https://www.bing.com/maps/transitcontentproviders
https://support.google.com/transitpartners/answer/1111577
https://www.opentripplanner.org/

Web Development

Web Link

IBI Group
Redmon Group
Transloc
Trillium

https://www.ibigroup.com/products/
https://www.redmon.com/web-development/
https://transloc.com/real-time-passenger-information/
https://trilliumtransit.com/consulting/web-design/
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